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Visitors to CDL Test Bank (cdltestbank.com) have taken thousands of free online CDL practice
tests and now those tests are available for the Kindle!In this book you'll find 250 practice test
questions, answers, and solutions for CDL permit and endorsement tests. Each question covers
a topic that's likely to be tested when you take a written CDL knowledge or endorsement test in
Michigan.Questions cover general knowledge, air brakes, combination vehicles, doubles and
triples, hazardous materials, tanker vehicles, and transporting passengers and are repeated
several times (with a different answer order) throughout the content to reinforce the test
material.Wondering if this is the right study aid for you? Download a sample or head over to CDL
Test Bank (http://www.cdltestbank.com/MI/practice/) to give the questions a try before you buy.

About the AuthorStephanie Muntone is a contributing writer to several textbooks and teacher's
editions and the author of several books including U.S. History Demystified (McGraw-Hill, 2011).
She has a M.A. in History from New York University.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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250 Michigan CDLPractice Test Questions CDL Test BankCopyrightCopyright © 2014 CDL
Test Bank. All Rights Reserved. This document or any portion thereof may not be distributed or
used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the
publisher. AffiliationCDL Test Bank is a private non-governmental entity that is not associated
with or endorsed by any state or local department of motor vehicles. Question Source and Score
CorrelationThe questions presented here are designed to help you study information and
concepts that are likely to be tested on a CDL permit or endorsement test and do not represent
questions from any official CDL test. Your score on this practice test is not meant to and will not
correlate to any particular score on an actual CDL permit or endorsement test. Question
AccuracyAlthough every effort has been made to provide accurate practice test questions we
make no express or implied warranties, endorsements, or representations whatsoever as to the
accuracy of the information in this test or its suitability for any particular purpose. Question
RepetitionThere aren’t 250 different topics that are covered on the CDL permit test so certain
questions may be repeated although the answer order should be different. This repetition is
designed to reinforce the material. AnswersShortcut to Answers1. The air compressor governor
keeps the air pressure in the air storage tanks between __________ and __________ psi.A. 75,
100B. 750, 1000C. 1000, 1250D. 100, 1252. Your vehicle has an automatic transmission. When
should you downshift?A. Before starting up a gradeB. Before exiting a curveC. Before entering a
curveD. Before starting down a grade3. The shipper made a mistake when marking a hazmat
shipment. Who should have caught this error?A. The clerkB. The shipperC. The carrierD. The
manufacturer4. Buses may not carry which of the following hazardous materials?A. Emergency
hospital suppliesB. Small-arms ammunition labeled ORM-DC. DrugsD. Materials that the shipper
can send another way5. You're carrying a load of chlorine and come to a railroad crossing. When
are you required to stop?A. If the crossing is not protected by lights and crossing armsB.
AlwaysC. If you're carrying more than 100 gallonsD. If the chlorine is in liquid form6. How do you
correct a rear-wheel acceleration skid?A. Stop accelerating and push in the clutchB. Stop
accelerating and apply the brakesC. Accelerate and push in the clutchD. Apply the brakes and
push in the clutch7. You're cranking up the front trailer supports after coupling a trailer. Which of
the following is the proper final support and handle configuration?A. Fully raised with the crank
handle removedB. Fully raised with the crank handle securedC. 3/4 raised with the crank handle
securedD. 3/4 raised with the crank handle removed8. When might you consider disconnecting
the steering axle brakes to help keep a tractor straight?A. NeverB. Whenever necessaryC. When
the road is slipperyD. When driving on a grade9. You're hauling baffled cargo. How will your truck
handle the road compared to a tank without baffles?A. You'll experience less front to back
surgeB. There will be no differenceC. You'll experience less side to side surgeD. You'll
experience more front to back surge but less side to side surge10. The word "Forbidden" is
written in the hazard class column of the hazardous materials table for a particular substance.



Which of the following is true?A. Any shipment of the substance requires a DOT escortB. The
substance may not be transported with other substances not marked "Forbidden"C. That
substance must never be transportedD. The substance can only be transported locally11. In
which of the following circumstances should the valve hand be used to park a combination
vehicle?A. When unloadingB. When parked on a gradeC. NeverD. When parking for less than 10
minutes12. Emergency roof hatches:A. Can be locked fully open for fresh airB. Must be kept
closed and locked at all timesC. Can be left open as a regular practiceD. Can be locked partially
open for fresh air13. Retarders:A. Are appropriate only in rainy and snowy conditionsB. Increase
break wearC. Increase fuel efficiency during highway drivingD. Can cause drive wheels to skid
when they have poor traction14. Before you can supply the air tanks of a second trailer with air
you need to:A. Close both shut off valvesB. Close the shut off valve at the rear of the first trailer
and open the shut off valve at the rear of the second trailerC. Open the shut off valve at the rear
of the first trailer and close the shut off valve at the rear of the second trailerD. Open both shut off
valves15. When should you consider turning off a vehicle retarder system?A. When crossing
standing waterB. During wet or icy road conditionsC. During windy conditionsD. When driving on
steep grades16. How often should you check your load?A. Within the first 25 miles of the trip
and every 150 miles or 3 hours thereafterB. Within the first 25 miles of the trip and every 250
miles or 5 hours thereafterC. Within the first 25 miles of the trip and every 100 miles or 2 hours
thereafterD. Within the first 25 miles of the trip and every 200 miles or 4 hours thereafter17. Your
load should be:A. StackedB. To the rearC. To the frontD. Centered18. Rules about smoking,
drinking or the use of electronics on the bus should be mentioned:A. In a handout given to each
passengerB. At the start of the tripC. Only onceD. Every 15 minutes19. You're hauling an air
brake equipped trailer that was manufactured in 1971. Which of the following is true?A. The
trailer is not likely to have spring brakesB. The trailer is not likely to have an air tank
compressorC. The trailer will be harder to stop than a more modern trailerD. A special exemption
is required to take this trailer on the highway20. What does a "W" in the first column of the
hazardous materials table indicate?A. Water shipments that aren't hazardous substancesB.
Water shipments that are hazardous substancesC. The hazardous material must be transported
with waterD. Water shipments that are RQs21. To reduce the risk of rollover when driving a
combination vehicle:A. Keep the cargo as close to the ground as possibleB. Concentrate the
cargo at the front and back of the rigC. Keep the cargo as far away from the ground as
possibleD. Concentrate the cargo to one side of the rig22. If the air compressor stops working,
air brakes:A. Immediately failB. Can still be used several timesC. Can be used indefinitelyD.
Cannot be used23. Spring brakes:A. Are used only in a vehicle's parking brake assemblyB.
Automatically stop a vehicle when the air brakes failC. Are used in place of air brakes for
highway drivingD. Are another name for air brakes24. Which of the following statements about
rearward amplification is not true?A. Another name for rearward amplification is the crack-the-
whip effectB. The rearmost trailer is the most affectedC. The more trailers you're pulling the
larger the effectD. The longer the trailers you're pulling the larger the effect25. A smooth bore



tank that's loaded to 50% capacity will have __________:A. Less surge than a full tankB. More
surge than a full tankC. The same surge as a full tankD. Exactly half the surge of a full tank26.
The total transport index of all packages in a single shipment must be at or less than
__________?A. 5B. 100C. 50D. 1027. When steering a tanker in an emergency you should:A.
Remember that a tanker is easier to steer than most vehiclesB. Lock the brakes to slow the
tanker as quickly as possibleC. Not apply the brakes when making a quick steering movementD.
All of these28. Normal surge is __________A. Front to back and side to sideB. Top to bottomC.
Back to frontD. Back to front and side to side

Shortcut to Answers1. The air compressor governor keeps the air pressure in the air storage
tanks between __________ and __________ psi.A. 75, 100B. 750, 1000C. 1000, 1250D. 100,
1252. Your vehicle has an automatic transmission. When should you downshift?A. Before
starting up a gradeB. Before exiting a curveC. Before entering a curveD. Before starting down a
grade3. The shipper made a mistake when marking a hazmat shipment. Who should have
caught this error?A. The clerkB. The shipperC. The carrierD. The manufacturer4. Buses may not
carry which of the following hazardous materials?A. Emergency hospital suppliesB. Small-arms
ammunition labeled ORM-DC. DrugsD. Materials that the shipper can send another way5. You're
carrying a load of chlorine and come to a railroad crossing. When are you required to stop?A. If
the crossing is not protected by lights and crossing armsB. AlwaysC. If you're carrying more than
100 gallonsD. If the chlorine is in liquid form6. How do you correct a rear-wheel acceleration
skid?A. Stop accelerating and push in the clutchB. Stop accelerating and apply the brakesC.
Accelerate and push in the clutchD. Apply the brakes and push in the clutch7. You're cranking up
the front trailer supports after coupling a trailer. Which of the following is the proper final support
and handle configuration?A. Fully raised with the crank handle removedB. Fully raised with the
crank handle securedC. 3/4 raised with the crank handle securedD. 3/4 raised with the crank
handle removed8. When might you consider disconnecting the steering axle brakes to help keep
a tractor straight?A. NeverB. Whenever necessaryC. When the road is slipperyD. When driving
on a grade9. You're hauling baffled cargo. How will your truck handle the road compared to a
tank without baffles?A. You'll experience less front to back surgeB. There will be no differenceC.
You'll experience less side to side surgeD. You'll experience more front to back surge but less
side to side surge10. The word "Forbidden" is written in the hazard class column of the
hazardous materials table for a particular substance. Which of the following is true?A. Any
shipment of the substance requires a DOT escortB. The substance may not be transported with
other substances not marked "Forbidden"C. That substance must never be transportedD. The
substance can only be transported locally11. In which of the following circumstances should the
valve hand be used to park a combination vehicle?A. When unloadingB. When parked on a
gradeC. NeverD. When parking for less than 10 minutes12. Emergency roof hatches:A. Can be
locked fully open for fresh airB. Must be kept closed and locked at all timesC. Can be left open
as a regular practiceD. Can be locked partially open for fresh air13. Retarders:A. Are appropriate



only in rainy and snowy conditionsB. Increase break wearC. Increase fuel efficiency during
highway drivingD. Can cause drive wheels to skid when they have poor traction14. Before you
can supply the air tanks of a second trailer with air you need to:A. Close both shut off valvesB.
Close the shut off valve at the rear of the first trailer and open the shut off valve at the rear of the
second trailerC. Open the shut off valve at the rear of the first trailer and close the shut off valve
at the rear of the second trailerD. Open both shut off valves15. When should you consider
turning off a vehicle retarder system?A. When crossing standing waterB. During wet or icy road
conditionsC. During windy conditionsD. When driving on steep grades16. How often should you
check your load?A. Within the first 25 miles of the trip and every 150 miles or 3 hours
thereafterB. Within the first 25 miles of the trip and every 250 miles or 5 hours thereafterC. Within
the first 25 miles of the trip and every 100 miles or 2 hours thereafterD. Within the first 25 miles
of the trip and every 200 miles or 4 hours thereafter17. Your load should be:A. StackedB. To the
rearC. To the frontD. Centered18. Rules about smoking, drinking or the use of electronics on the
bus should be mentioned:A. In a handout given to each passengerB. At the start of the tripC.
Only onceD. Every 15 minutes19. You're hauling an air brake equipped trailer that was
manufactured in 1971. Which of the following is true?A. The trailer is not likely to have spring
brakesB. The trailer is not likely to have an air tank compressorC. The trailer will be harder to
stop than a more modern trailerD. A special exemption is required to take this trailer on the
highway20. What does a "W" in the first column of the hazardous materials table indicate?A.
Water shipments that aren't hazardous substancesB. Water shipments that are hazardous
substancesC. The hazardous material must be transported with waterD. Water shipments that
are RQs21. To reduce the risk of rollover when driving a combination vehicle:A. Keep the cargo
as close to the ground as possibleB. Concentrate the cargo at the front and back of the rigC.
Keep the cargo as far away from the ground as possibleD. Concentrate the cargo to one side of
the rig22. If the air compressor stops working, air brakes:A. Immediately failB. Can still be used
several timesC. Can be used indefinitelyD. Cannot be used23. Spring brakes:A. Are used only in
a vehicle's parking brake assemblyB. Automatically stop a vehicle when the air brakes failC. Are
used in place of air brakes for highway drivingD. Are another name for air brakes24. Which of the
following statements about rearward amplification is not true?A. Another name for rearward
amplification is the crack-the-whip effectB. The rearmost trailer is the most affectedC. The more
trailers you're pulling the larger the effectD. The longer the trailers you're pulling the larger the
effect25. A smooth bore tank that's loaded to 50% capacity will have __________:A. Less surge
than a full tankB. More surge than a full tankC. The same surge as a full tankD. Exactly half the
surge of a full tank26. The total transport index of all packages in a single shipment must be at or
less than __________?A. 5B. 100C. 50D. 1027. When steering a tanker in an emergency you
should:A. Remember that a tanker is easier to steer than most vehiclesB. Lock the brakes to
slow the tanker as quickly as possibleC. Not apply the brakes when making a quick steering
movementD. All of these28. Normal surge is __________A. Front to back and side to sideB. Top
to bottomC. Back to frontD. Back to front and side to side29. If you must drive through standing



or flowing water, which of the following should you not do?A. Use a lower gearB. Increase the
engine RPMC. Stop in the middleD. Drive through quickly30. Why must air tanks be drained?A.
To release oil and water buildupB. So they can be inspectedC. To verify they meet pressure
requirementsD. To check for leaks31. You're carrying doubles with unequal weight. In this
situation where should the heaviest load should be?A. Neither - you should always balance out
the load between trailersB. Centered in the rear trailerC. In the rear trailerD. In the front trailer32.
You're driving a loaded tanker and are going down a ramp that curves. Which of the following is
appropriate?A. Slow down upon reaching the curveB. Slow down before reaching the curveC.
Downshift once you are in the curveD. Travel at the posted speed for the ramp33. To reduce the
risk of rollover when driving a combination vehicle:A. Concentrate the cargo at the front and
back of the rigB. Concentrate the cargo to one side of the rigC. Keep the cargo as far away from
the ground as possibleD. Keep the cargo as close to the ground as possible34. You are carrying
a shipment of 2,000 pounds of corrosive materials and need to stop by the side of the road
during the course of delivery. How close to the road are you permitted to park?A. 10 feetB. No
limitC. 50 feetD. 5 feet35. The locking jaws should close around the __________ of the
kingpin.A. ShankB. BaseC. NeckD. Top36. You're transporting hazardous materials and discover
that one of your tires is overheated. What must you do?A. Remove the tire and take it far away
from the vehicleB. Give the tire time to cool before resuming your tripC. Nothing - this is expected
when transporting hazmatD. Add air to the tire to prevent further overheating37. Which of the
following statements about double-clutching and shifting is true?A. It should be avoided in
highway drivingB. All of these are trueC. It should be avoided in bad weatherD. You can use the
sound of the engine to tell you when to shift38. Bus refueling should occur:A. At the end of a
shiftB. Only when passengers are on boardC. When no passengers are on boardD. Whenever
necessary39. Rules about smoking, drinking or the use of electronics on the bus should be
mentioned:A. In a handout given to each passengerB. Every 15 minutesC. Only onceD. At the
start of the trip40. You're driving at night and you can't use your high beams. You should
__________ as a consequence.A. NothingB. Drive fasterC. Drive more slowly until your eyes
adjustD. Drive more slowly41. Which of the following is an inspection point for wheel bearing
seals?A. Fluid LevelB. TightnessC. LoosenessD. Leaking42. For air brakes, the cut-out level is:A.
The level at which the air compressor will stop pumping air into the air storage tanksB. The level
at which the air compressor will start pumping air into the air storage tanksC. The minimum air
pressure for the air storage tanksD. The average air pressure maintained in the air storage
tanks43. What three types of emergency equipment should you carry with you in your vehicle?A.
Fire extinguisher, first aid kit, wheel chockB. Spare fuses, fire extinguisher, emergency warning
deviceC. Cell phone, emergency warning device, tire inflation kitD. First aid kit, flash light, spare
fuses44. When a placarded vehicle is refueling, someone must always be:A. Within site of the
nozzleB. Within 20 feet of the vehicleC. Within arm's reach of a fire extinguisherD. At the nozzle
controlling the fuel flow45. You're carrying a small load. What is the minimum number of tie-
downs required?A. 3B. 4C. 1D. 246. Your vehicle carrying explosives strikes another object. You



must not separate the vehicle from the object until:A. The explosives have been removed and
placed at least 200 ft. awayB. Fire department personnel are standing byC. Fire department
personnel have secured the explosivesD. You wait at least 15 minutes to ensure the cargo is
stable47. Which of the following statements is true?A. Many drivers don't look far enough ahead
when drivingB. At highway speeds you should look ahead one-quarter mileC. All of these are
trueD. Good drivers shift their attention from side to side and near to far48. How can you check
to make sure that trailer height is correct before coupling?A. Use a landmark like a nearby treeB.
Raise the landing gear completelyC. Use both side view mirrorsD. All of these are correct49.
You're transporting hazardous materials and discover that one of your tires is overheated. What
must you do?A. Remove the tire and take it far away from the vehicleB. Nothing - this is expected
when transporting hazmatC. Add air to the tire to prevent further overheatingD. Give the tire time
to cool before resuming your trip50. Why is it important to ensure that the fifth wheel is properly
greased?A. To ensure a secure connection to the trailerB. To prevent steering problemsC. To
ensure good electrical connectionsD. To ensure good hose connections51. The low air pressure
warning will sound when:A. Air pressure falls below 100 psiB. Air pressure falls to 0 psiC. Air
pressure falls below 50 psiD. Air pressure falls below 60 psi52. Side to side surge can cause:A.
Stress on the suspension systemB. Erratic drivingC. Tank failureD. Rollover53. Which of the
following describes controlled braking?A. Apply the brakes until they lock up and hold them
down until you stopB. Apply the brakes until they lock up then release themC. Apply the brakes
as firmly as you can without locking them upD. Apply the brakes until they lock up, release them
then repeat54. Why is it important to ensure that the fifth wheel is properly greased?A. To ensure
good electrical connectionsB. To ensure good hose connectionsC. To ensure a secure
connection to the trailerD. To prevent steering problems55. Maximum leakage rates are more
than __________ psi in __________ minute(s).A. 2, 1B. 3, 1C. 3, 2D. 2, 256. New damage to the
safety equipment on a bus should be reported by the driver:A. At the beginning of the next shiftB.
ImmediatelyC. Once per weekD. At the end of the shift57. Where are the shut off valves?A. At
the front of trailersB. At the back of the tractorC. At the back of trailersD. In the tractor cab58.
Which of the following statements is true?A. All of these are trueB. Many drivers don't look far
enough ahead when drivingC. At highway speeds you should look ahead one-quarter mileD.
Good drivers shift their attention from side to side and near to far59. How many reflective
triangles should you have with you in your vehicle at all times?A. 2B. 3C. 4D. 160. A bus can
carry freight in the passenger area providing the cargo is secured and:A. Passengers are
protected from loose cargoB. All of theseC. All riders have access to all exitsD. The cargo does
not impact the free movement of the driver61. During a trip you should inspect which of the
following when you stop?A. All of these are correctB. Lights and reflectorsC. BrakesD. Tires,
wheels and rims62. The word "Forbidden" is written in the hazard class column of the hazardous
materials table for a particular substance. Which of the following is true?A. The substance can
only be transported locallyB. The substance may not be transported with other substances not
marked "Forbidden"C. That substance must never be transportedD. Any shipment of the



substance requires a DOT escort63. Your vehicle has an automatic transmission. When should
you downshift?A. Before entering a curveB. Before starting down a gradeC. Before exiting a
curveD. Before starting up a grade64. Your rig carrying explosives has broken down. Which of
the following emergency equipment is appropriate?A. Emergency flaresB. All of these are
appropriateC. Signal flares
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